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About This Game

A fusion of traditional survival horror, story-driven adventure, and noir-influenced murder mystery, The Piano is an
unsettling journey through 1940s Paris.

Born to an American father and a French mother in the aftermath of the Great War, John Barnerway lived in the shadow of his
three brothers. George, Louis and Valentine were renowned pianists - but when John is accused of their murders, he finds

himself at the centre of a media witch-hunt that sees him traversing the lonely streets of Paris in search of answers.

Features

True psychological horror: delve into the darkest corners of John's mind

Gather clues and solve puzzles in search of answers

Evade terrifying foes that stalk the empty streets of Paris

Piece together a fragmented story to uncover the truth

A noir-influenced aesthetic, with heavily stylised visuals

Immersive soundtrack and full voice acting
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Title: The Piano
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Mistaken Visions
Publisher:
Mistaken Visions
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.8GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8600/9600GT or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 7 GB available space

Additional Notes: Currently compatible with 64 bit operating systems only, pending a patch in 1-2 weeks.

English
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LOL this dlc lol.
wasn't this out already?
was this today's update?
or was it only for season pass holders?
what is ubisoft even attempting here. these aren't even classics.
"vintage" car pack and you only have 2 corvettes and a modern spyker?
is your knowledge of cars that low?. The A E S T H I T I C of Laraan makes if very difficult to tell how far away things are,
which is a bad thing for platforming. There’s also very floaty hit detection, like hit boxes are a ways outside of the physical
objects; and the camera, which controls like it’s buoyantly moving through jelly, frequently jumps up close to the character
which doesn’t let you see what’s in front of you. Story wise it’s Noah’s ark... except God’s like “I killed everyone, now bring me
shiny things or die trying.” There’s visual elements of a backstory, but what am I supposed to feel? My only goal is to get shiny
things. Am I trying to please this menacing god? Do I care for revenge? Maybe my real motivation is just to find more sweet
hover bikes that explode when rocks look at them funny. Not a lot going on here for a game that performs so frustratingly.. It's a
mobile game, heavily luck based. There is also skill involved, where you have to decide how to best utilize your resources. It's
turn based, so no rush. The ending is "to be continued", but you don't really play for the story... Not that much entertaining by
itself, but it's good if you are listening to a stream or podcast. Get it only if on sale, though.. There's a Japanese town inside this
big♥♥♥♥♥worm... Nuff said.

I hate platformers. This was okay. The colors are pleasant and relaxing. Pretty much a win.
Same happens then you eat your boogers. They will try to kill your brain.... It has potential. I'm a massive fan of The Lab arrow
game but this feels sluggish in comparison. It doesn't quite have that same speedy "punch" that The Lab offers, with arrows
gliding annoyingly (for me) slowly towards targets. Another issue is the bow, which is either bugged or is designed in a weird
way so that it rotates with the arrow (opposite hand) rather than the bow controller. This feels really weird to me as the bow is at
one angle while my hand is at another. It removes from the immersion.

Overall, for the price it's not really bad but it's not on par with The Lab - yet.. pretty good BUT needs work BUT still ok for 10
dollu. ill say DONT WASTE U MONEY on this to it be out of "early axsess" and got some rewievs...and meta scores.....
seriusly this "Race to mars" was launched ,,very close to that
"Bohemia" made game"Take on Mars" .....huge..campaign on,,,, first to land on mars
to me this ... be,,,a SCAM..... with a very nice context,,on grafic and consept...
from day one this been mostley bullcrap..... and to those Dev's with high EGO ..i dont trust u.

with Bohemia Interactive we know what we get ..
*World class games(dont evn bather replay on that issue).

i'll try bump this...
ill say DONT WASTE U MONEY on this to it be out of "early axsess" and got some rewievs...and meta scores.....
seriusly this "Race to mars" was launched ,,very close to that
"Bohemia" made game"Take on Mars" .....huge..campaign on,,,, first to land on mars
to me this ... be,,,a SCAM..... with a very nice context,,on grafic and consept...
from day one this been mostley bullcrap..... and to those Dev's with high EGO ..i dont trust u.

with Bohemia Interactive we know what we get ..
*World class games(dont evn bather replay on that issue).

i'll try bump this...
Do you recommend this game? hell NO
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It's so bored .....
. Steam and Metal is a pretty good game for what it is, now its story time.

You play as Judith the daughter of a brilliant professor and inventor who sadly after making his plans\/draft for his new
differential steam engine or DSE for short is killed and his plans taken by a terrorist.

Soon Judith finds her father and with his last breath begged his daughter to make sure his invention was not used for war. So
it\u2019s up to the young girl to get her farther work back and to see it used for good.

Okay now what I liked. The opening scene it was nice, I loved the anime art it had. Combat was fun hard but fun. Story was
good I liked how it did not take it self so seriously, like with the dialog.

The only bad thing it\u2019s a bit short you can beat it in an hour or more if you\u2019re going after the achievements and
price is a bit high for a short game like but not too bad.

So with that out of the way, this is pretty good game and I love to see a sequel of this game someday. Now if you want a good
Shoot 'Em Up\/Bullet Hell this could be a game your looking for.
. A slightly awkward positioning of hands for Oculus Touch, but completely playable. Sickness-wise it's surprisingly
comfortable. The bit with the knight got me good and was my favourite.. i wont to play anyone new. This game genre is new for
me, but - this wonderful!. It's not as fun as it looked. I was hoping there would be challenges or things to unlock, but there isn't.
The only thing you do in the game is make fireworks displays over and over, nothing else. I'm glad I bought it on sale.. RYB is a
simple and elegant puzzle game. I like it. I think it's worth $5.. No updates since 2015. The "game" is unplayable as is and
doesn't look like there is any additional development in sight. Yet another testament to NOT PREORDERING GAMES!
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